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Editor’s
Note
Welcome to yet another edition
of your favorite read, ZiMining.
This month has seen the mining
sector topping the news headlines. The reserve bank governor Dr John Mangudya said the
sector was contributing almost
50% of all export receipts. This
is applaudable. It motivates as
the government launched the
US$12billion mining economy
by 2023. It shows the sector is in
the right direction
However, the arresting of suspended Zimbabwe Miners Federation President, Ms Henrietta
Rushwaya on allegations of trying to smuggle 6kgs of gold to
Dubai painted a bad picture for
the sector. While she was the first
to call upon miners to send their
gold bullion to Fidelity Printers and Refiners, she was acting
otherwise. Recently we carried a
story where she called on all artisanal and small scale miners no
shun black market and sell their
gold to Fidelity only. So it’s was
surprising, for her to be arrested

at Robert Mugabe International
airport trying to smuggle 6kgs of
gold. Isn’t it?
The case is before the courts
and it becomes sub judice. In
court she said she had picked the
wrong bag. So will give justice
a chance, while we continue to
provide news update on the case.
There was some news from
Chegutu that one of the trapped
miners was retrieved recently,
we pray that the remaining four
will be retrieved as well. ZiMining has called for zero tolerance
to accidents at the mine. As such,
this much we publish a successful and in-depth supplement of
Occupational safety and Health.
Enjoy your read.
If you have a unique story of
your services and products that
you want covered by this only
exclusively mining magazine,
feel free to contact us anytime.
Remember to take care of your
loved ones this November.
Till next month
Adios!

Do you have a unique mining story you want published?
Just Call/WhatsApp ZiMining Editor on 0778372731,
email: editor@zimining.co.zw, chidambathomas@gmail.
com
To advertise call Ollmen on 0775322156
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Mining investors urged
to respect human rights
By Thomas Chidamba

M

ining investors
must ensure
that they uphold
national, regional
and international frameworks
on responsible investment
including the Constitution of
Zimbabwe, the Mines and Mineral’s Act, and United Nations
Guidelines on business and human rights.
This was said by delegates at the
just ended Zimbabwe Alternative
Mining Indaba held in Bulawayo
last month.
149 delegates drawn from the
10 provinces of Zimbabwe comprising of representatives from
Government, civil society Organisations, community members,

faith-based organizations (FBOs),
traditional leaders; local government leaders, trade unions,
media, academia and researchers
convened in the country’s second
largest City for the 9th edition
of ZAMI which ran under the
theme: “Towards an Inclusive and
equitable US$12 billion mining
industry anchored on sustainable
mineral resource management”
deliberated on responsible min-

ing, public finance management,
climate change, youth and citizen
participation, mining policy review, gender and extractives.
According to a statement published by ZAMI after the meeting, mining investors were urged
to respect the country’s laws and
uphold human rights in their
operations.
“Whilst it appears as business as
usual for large scale mining com-

“Some of the mining companies are
allegedly violating human rights and
failing to respect economic, social
and environmental rights.
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panies, communities are wallowing in abject poverty and social
and economic deprivation.
“This is quite evident in mining
host communities which are not
deriving any meaningful benefits
from the resources extracted in
their localities.
“Instead of realizing social and
economic justice from mining
activities in their areas, the communities are left with ecological
debt, entrenched poverty and
inequalities in various forms.
“Some of the mining companies
are allegedly violating human
rights and failing to respect economic, social and environmental
rights.
“Therefore, mining investors
must ensure that they uphold national, regional and international
frameworks on responsible investment including the Constitution
of Zimbabwe, the Mines and
Mineral’s Act, and United Nations
Guidelines on business and human rights.
“This will ensure that the investors respect and protect human
rights, as well as provide remedy
for rights violations, regardless of
whether governments are able or
willing to protect these rights.”
The meeting noted that locals

have not benefited from the vast
mineral resources that the country possesses.
“Zimbabwe’s resource wealth has
been associated with “poverty,
conflict and corruption”, as resources have not always translated
into higher levels of household
income and/ poverty reduction.
“The government must ensure
that the mining induced inequality gap is closed, and that mineral
revenue is equitably distributed.
“Thus, there is need for the
formulation, adoption and implementation of a fiscal decentralisation policy so that public finance
management is devolved to local
authorities who can in turn control and tax mining corporations
in their localities.”
They government to speed up
the amendment of the Mines and
Minerals Bill that is now before
the Parliament of Zimbabwe.
“The Mines and Minerals Bill

must be brought to finality after
adequate consultation of all stakeholders.
“The Bill must also capture the
formalization of artisanal mining,
a sector sustaining livelihoods
of many who need to be legally
recognised and supported;
“The policy makers must ensure
that the Bill encompasses Public
Finance Management (PFM)’s
components that are in line with
Section 298 of the Zimbabwe
Constitution. Zimbabwe already
has a weak PFM system which
must be strengthened and aligned
with Chapter 17 of the Constitution.
“The Mines and Minerals Parliamentary Portfolio Committee
must push for the adoption and
implementation of the mining
cadastre system which will help in
the generation of reliable information including mining titles,
beneficial ownership, and mining
contract registries;
“The Ministry of Mines and Mining Development should adopt
provisions that provide for open
contract disclosures, performance
monitoring of mining contracts
and online register of contracts in
the proposed Mines and Minerals
Bill;
“The Mines and Minerals Bill
must provide for parliamentary
oversight of mining contracts in
line with section 315 (2) (c) of the
national Constitution to ensure
transparency and accountability in the negotiation of mining
contracts.”

“The government must ensure
that the mining induced inequality gap is closed, and that mineral
revenue is equitably distributed.”
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Youths target 20kg gold output
By Amanda Mavhaza

A

mavhazat22@gmail.com

new lease of life has
dawned on more
than 3500 youths in
Gadzema, Chegutu
as they have started gold mining at formerly ZMDC owned
New Found Out Claims after a
successful transfer of blocks to
their Zuvarabuda Empowerment
Trust recently following the assistance of a local mining investor.
The Zuvarabuda Empowerment
Trust (ZET), which employs more
than 3500 youths is targeting to
produce 20kgs of gold per month.
The trust had applied for a mining tribute or transfer of blocks
from ZMDC (registration numbers 15113 and 14816) to their
name.
From 2016, the trust had been
logging their applications with
both ZMDC and the Ministry of
Mines and Mining Development
but with no fruitful results.
Then they sought for assistance
from a local mining giants, TogaBless Mining Investments to mediate between them and ZMDC.
In a letter to TogaBless, a copy of
it in possession of this reporter,
the trust begged for the enterprising firm to help them regularize
their mining operation at the
mine.
“This Organisation is kindly asking if you could fruitfully assist
and facilitate this long waiting opportunity so that we demonstrate
our potential as indigenous people
so that we get legality of the applied land or even gives the opportunity to run the whole mine.
“Our fear on the current operations is that victimization of our
members by the authorities as we
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operate without full authority and
having legal documents.
“we kindly write to your good
office to positively assist and
facilitate the finalization of these
negotiations between ZET and
ZMDC,” reads part of the letter
signed by Nicks, The Trust’s Secretary General.
The Zuvarabuda Empowerment
Trust promised that they will
support government initiatives by
channeling their gold to Fidelity
Printers and Refiners only.
“In order to promote, support
and implement government policies and programmes, the Organisation remitted and will remit
all gold to Fidelity Printers and
Refiners though done through a
third [party.
“We are working with EMA and
all other relevant stakeholders to
guarantee proper mining operations.”
TogaBless managed to assist them
and they have since regularized
their operations.
Since their regularization, they
said they have capacity to produce
an average of 20kgs of gold per
month.
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ASSA not giving up on Mines Bill fight

A

rtisanal and Small
Scale Miners Association (ASSA) looks determined not to throw
in the towel any time soon as they
have scaled up their fight against
some provisions of the Mines and
Minerals Amendment Bill that
they deem discriminatory and if
passed will elbow out their members to Parliament.
ASSA recently wrote to both the
Clerk of Parliament and Speaker
seeking redress of their issues.
This is despite Mines and Mining
Development Minister Winston
Chitando’s vow that he will not listen to discerning voices until they
table their issues through embattled Zimbabwe Miners Federation
(ZMF).
In letter gleaned by this reporter,
ASSA wants the August House to
consider their input before the Bill
is passed into law.
“Please be advised that as ASSA,
we appreciate some improvements
and amendments in the (Mines
and Minerals) Bill, final HB. 19,

Derek Katsenga
2015.
“However, there are areas which
we have noted with concern that
if these amendments are to be adopted, then small scale miners will
not enjoy and benefit compared to
a situation whereby a status quo is
maintained.
“Therefore, we are kindly asking
for your highly esteemed office
to allow us, the representatives of
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the small-scale miners to be present when the bill shall be presented and also for us to participate
through presentation of our head
of arguments objecting the areas
which we feel as small-scale miners that are against the ethos of our
new constitution Amendment No.
20, Act 2013 and the interests of
the stakeholders,” read part of the
letter.
Meanwhile ASSA has embarked
on a nationwide tour engaging
small scale miners with intention
to find lasting solutions to their
problem.
ASSA Public Relations Officer
Derek Katsenga said following successful engagement with miners, a
fund will be availed to assist them
“We are engaging miners across
the country for their input and
solving issues and their problems
affecting miners in general.
“A fund is going to be availed to
help miners. So those willing to
join please do so as we are working
to perfect everything transparently,” he said.

TogaBless MiningLorem Ipsum
Investments
For all your professional
mine shaft timbering
We design
strong head
gear levers to
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mine shafts

Contact us

Lorem Ipsum
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nderground mining
poses many risks and
challenges in maintaining mine shafts
and saving lives.
To ensure safety of miners, timbering of mine shafts is one practice that is highly recommended.
The proper timbering of mines is a
matter of great importance in their
management. When the rock is
soft and liable to inward crushing,
the side timbers require to be kept
apart by pieces laid across from
above and below.
Shaft mining is a form of underground mining where shafts are

Shaft sinking is one of
the dangerous forms of
mining and
involves a lot
of risk.

pushed vertically from top to bottom to excavate the ores and minerals. It is also called shaft sinking.
It is best suited for minerals which
can be found at the depth of the
earth’s surface. It is found mostly
all over the world.
Shaft sinking refers to shallow
shafts and it is different from a
deep shaft. The former is sunk for
the civil engineering projects and
the latter is sunk for the mining
projects.
The shaft is either inclined or
vertical. However, most modern
shafts are vertical. Shaft sinking
is one of the dangerous forms of
mining and involves a lot of risk.
TogaBless Mining Investment
offers miners professional service
in securing their mine shafts with
timbering. Coupled with high
quality, state of the art equipment
and well educated and resources
personnel, TogaBless offers w top
notch job to save lives in mine
shafts.
The method they use to do timbering of shafts is imported from
Rwanda. To make sure the timbering shaft will be able to stand the
taste of time end environments,
they do pressure testing when
constructing it.
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Exposing police corruption in mining,
night in shoes of a korokoza
By Thomas Chidamba

S

ITUATED 30 km north
of Harare is an area of
rocky hillsides overlooking the Mazowe River.
The area boasts of several botanical interests; however, Gomba, as
the area is also known, is under
serious threat from illegal wood
cutting and gold planning activities.
You’re spot on if you guessed
Christon Bank, and I’m at Christon Bank Supermarket for a
reason.
Lengo and Nyathi promised to
take me to Chemachinda Mountain near Christon Bank as I
embark on my mission to uncover
police corruption in mining. The
two, Lengo and Nyathi, have been
mining illegally in the Chamaminda Mountain for a while now, and
are familiar with police corruption
activities in order to access the
mountain.
But on Lengo and Nyathi’s advice,
I had to bring with me 3 sacks and
US$5 if I was to succeed in my
undercover mission. As backup,
I also carried my press card- it
always works wonders in tight
situations that could otherwise be
difficult to talk your way out.
Let’s back up a bit.
Chemachinda Mountain, near
Christon Bank, is among the many
places that have fallen victim
to numerous gold rushes in the
country. The mountain, also
known as kuMagaka and named
after a nearby plot owned by a Mr.
Houghton, a successful cucumber
specialist, is home to the ancient
granaries and is a burial site for
Hwata Clan Chiefs. The gold rush

led to Amakorokoza destroying
the granaries that have been a
preserve for centuries.
Anyway, back to my story.
It’s way past 8:30pm. I’m running
out of patience. Lengo and Nyathi
are late for our appointment. A
series of questions cross my mind.
Have they changed their minds?
Are they no longer willing to help
me expose how the police are
creaming off illegal miners? I ask
myself.
But again, this might have been a
blessing in disguise because while
waiting for the two fixers to arrive,
I spoke to two ladies. They introduced themselves as Lizzy and
Chenge. After the introduction
formalities, I learnt that Lizzy and
Chenge were also headed to the
Chemachinda Mountain; however, something was amiss with the
two: They carried no tools of trade
for people going to a mining site.
“We are going for work at the
mine . . . Tools are already there.
We get employed to sieve rubble,
and we get paid with rubble
stones, so we don’t have to carry
digging tools. If you want, let’s go.
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We can tell (them) . . . this is our
brother who wants to join us than
to keep standing in the (dark) doing nothing. Men of your age are
making big money from artisanal
mining (sic),” boasted Lizzy in her
Malawian tainted Shona accent.
They pointed to me the area on
top of a mountain, supposedly
were they mine. From a distance it
looked like a ‘China Town’ because of lights. But do these ladies
know the area is a national monument, a Mbuya NeHanda shrine?
“Hold yourself, man. Do you
know Mbuya NeHanda’s shrine?
That place is not Mbuya Nehanda’s Shrine. It’s just a mountain.
Mbuya Nehanda’s shrine is in Shavarunzvi not kuMagakaka. If you
don’t want to go and make money
to take care of yourself and your
children, better remain behind.
You’re delaying us for nothing.
Better we make our way,” said an
ignorant Chenge.
What else could I say about such
ignorance? However, Proverbs
26:4-5 quickly came to mind:
“There is no good way to answer
fools when they say something
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stupid. If you answer them, then
you too, will look like a fool. If you
don’t answer them, they will think
they are smart.”
I watched them as they went
down the road clasping and laughing scornfully, presumably laughing at this writer for not being
man enough to join ladies in a
‘men’s job’.
As they disappeared into the
night, for a moment, I was in
limbo. I had failed in my undercover mission, I thought to myself.
Lengo and Nyathi, my guides to
Chemachinda Mountain, still
hadn’t arrived yet at Christon
Bank Supermarket, our rendezvouz.
Just as I was leaving for home and
having hardly walked 30 meters
from Christon Bank Supermarket,
a voice called from behind:
“Natty, Natty, Natty.”
A sigh of relief!
Finally, Lengo was here. A tall
and physically fit guy who would
occasionally throw in a joke here
and there emerged from the dark.
By the way, Natty is my undercover name.
“Natty, it looks like you had given
up and you were going home?
(sic). My apologies, I got delayed

“The police want
US$5 for us to
gain entry, but
we don’t have. We
tried to negotiate
a share of stones
after mining,
but they refused.
They want money.”

a bit. I was looking for a good
shovel and a short range (chiesel).
Anyway, we are good to go. Nyathi
hasn’t arrived yet?” Lengo asked
as he puffed his favourite Pacific
Storm cigarette
“No, I didn’t see him. I was here
since 7:30pm,” I said.
As it turned out, Nyathi was just
around the corner, and it took
him a few minutes to arrive after a
phone call from Lengo.
Now that we were all together in
one place, we made the beeline to
Magaka, the land of gold.
I couldn’t help but notice the
strong bond between Lengo and
Nyathi. They would chat and
laugh together, a sign that they are
strong buddies.
As we traveled, Nyathi assured
me that all will go well. That I had
no experience in mining didn’t
matter, Nyathi said. After all, the
two have enough experience in
artisanal mining, both alluvial and
reef gold.
Occasionally, along the way, we
would meet artisanal miners coming down the mountain carrying
sacks full of stones and going in
different directions.
At this stage, I could feel my
adrenaline rushing all over my
body. Finally, I was about to witness firsthand the police involve-
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ment in mining corruption, I said
to myself.
Just below the mountain, a group
of artisanal miners was milling
around a big rock.
“Tollgate,” said Lengo.
While I was still trying to figure
out what he meant when he said
“tollgate” in the bush, he asked
aloud the miners milling around
the big rock:
“Bho here Apo (Is everything
ok?).
“Bholato (It’s ok),’ said the group
of miners in one archord.
One of them, however, later
explained why they were milling
around the big rock.
“The police want US$5 for us to
gain entry, but we don’t have. We
tried to negotiate a share of stones
after mining, but they refused.
They want money. So that’s why
we’re still here,” said one male
miner.
Under Lengo’s guidance, we
proceeded to the mountain. Barely
10 metres of walking, two armed
policemen stopped us. As expected, one of them asked us where we
were going.
Without saying much, Lengo
drew near to him and slipped
US$5 into the polieceman’s hand.
Bribery is the language here.
“Next,” called out the police of-

ficer.
I was shocked! Had the police
become so brazen? What a shame!
I was the last to ‘ pay’ my US$5
entry fee. The money was put in an
almost full, big plastic carrier bag.
Now, the other police officer who
had been quite all along made a
phone call (I suppose calling other
corrupt police officers along the
value chain).
“Three are coming,” he told the
person on the other end of the
line.
Obviously, he was referring to us.
With permission granted, we proceeded climbing up the mountain.
There was a hive of activity as we
peaked Chemachinda Mountain,
and again, two policemen stopped
us.
They were armed to the teeth
with what resembled AK 47s assault rifles. They were friendly and

welcomed us. One of them jokingly said to me, “ You have also
come here today? This big belly
will shrink. Try your luck, . . . you
(might) pick some good money.”
I only smiled in response and followed my colleagues.
The place was teeming with over
a thousand miners of all ages and
sex. Also, there were more than 10
armed police officers. They looked
happy, chatting to some miners and encouraging them to dig
peacefully.
Nyathi pointed to a place he said
we should open a pit.
Here we were, mining in a heritage site under the watch of police;
the same police that was supposed
to protect and preserve our heritage. What an irony!
After we had dug almost 30 centimeters deep and collected a few
stones, Nyathi wasn’t pleased with

the sample. We had to shift base.
The area was overcrowded, but we
managed to secure a better spot.
We collected some rubble stones
after digging only a few centimeters.
The sound of tools as the illegal
miners worked testifies people descended on Chemachinda Mountain for serious business.
As I pondered how on earth could
these police officers, tasked to
protect the Nehanda Shrine, were
cashing in and assisting artisanal
miners to destroy the national
monument, one officer shouted:
“Vabereki, kwaita reaction.
Ngatimbodzikai tose mozodzoka.
Dzimai matorch (People, there is
another police reaction team coming here, so let’s all climb down.
You will be back when dust settles.
Switch off your torches.)”Read full
article on: www.zimining.co.zw

Ÿ Business Intelligence & Investigations

Ÿ Alarm Response

Ÿ Security Guards
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Ÿ Executive Protection & Escort
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Ÿ Access Control & Remote Monitoring
Ÿ Retail Security Oﬃcers
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Procurement Management in mining value chain
By Jeremiah Ndhlovu,
CERM
Run your business as if
it’s in trouble. Because if
you don’t it will be some
day.” (Jack Miles)
Procurement is one of the key
processes that have been ingrained in the mining value
chain such that the risk mitigation measures therein are applied
by the procurement personnel
subconsciously.
Having established processes is
great in that the room for error is
negligible as incumbents generally know their processes very
well.
The only danger is when people
have the entrenched know-how
with no understanding of the key
risks being managed.
In the dynamic operating environment, the usefulness of traditional procurement processes may
be overtaken by events, thereby

“

# jeremiahndhlovu

Risks in procurement are replete and
include expensive
purchasing, unreliable suppliers, inconsistent delivery lead
times, quality concerns, poor support
services etc.
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exposing the organisation to some
avoidable risks.
It is, therefore, imperative that
procurement practitioners get to
know the key risks in procurement to proactively replace processes that are no longer effective
as risk mitigation measures.
Risks in procurement are replete
and include expensive purchasing,
unreliable suppliers, inconsistent
delivery lead times, quality concerns, poor support services etc.
The risks are numerous and the
purpose of this discussion is to
unpack some of these key risks.
Procurement is generally a costly
function for mining enterprises,
considering the level of investment needed for the enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems
for managing the purchasing
function and maintaining inventory records as well as the significant volumes of inventories
purchased to sustain operations.

Proper planning
of re-order levels,
order quantities as
well as minimum
and maximum inventory levels will
bring the necessary
balance between
cost containment
and operational efficiencies.
In recent years procurement has
evolved to be a strategic matter
considering the materiality of the
values of inventories purchased
and stored.
It will, therefore, be greatly
uneconomical if an enterprise is
overstocked since working capital,

that would have been utilised for
other operational needs, will be
locked in inventories for a very
long period of time.
Personnel experience in this area
is pertinent as a quest to minimise
overstocking may result in stock
outs which are also detrimental
to the smooth operation of the
organisation.
Proper planning of re-order
levels, order quantities as well as
minimum and maximum inventory levels will bring the necessary
balance between cost containment
and operational efficiencies.
Another driver of excessive costs
is purchasing from too expensive
vendors.
Some of the expensive purchases
are unavoidable, where the vendors are sole suppliers of the
materials procured.
It is, however, worthwhile for
the procurement practitioners to
conduct detailed market scans to
determine whether there are no
other vendors offering competitive products and services of the
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right quality.
Some suppliers are opportunists
and will strike a once middle man
role and will not be available to
continue providing products or
services.
It is costly to engage such suppliers of products or services
which require after sales services
or require unique spare parts or
consumables.
In cases of inconsistent suppliers for specialised products and
services, the organisation may
be forced to change some assets
before they reach their useful lives
due to the supply constraints, and
that is costly in the medium to
long term.
Wherever possible, shrewd organisations mainly engage established original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) with indelible
track record in the sector.
Such established OEMs are resilient and normally absorb operational shocks they are exposed to
without significantly curtailing
supply requirements of their customers. Inventory quality cannot
be overemphasised for mining
enterprises.
Mining is a specialised sector
and not any person can establish
whether technical materials delivered are of the right quality.
It is imperative that mining
organisations reserve receipt
confirmation of technical materials to well qualified personnel to
avoid acceptance of substandard
products.
Considering the cost materiality
of mining materials, it will be a
great drain of the profitability of
the organisation if the procurement personnel are not judicious
enough to flush out counterfeit
materials.
The matter of delivery lead time
is instrumental in inventory
planning, especially for mining

Risk Advisory
entities, more so as some materials are only manufactured upon
receipt of an order by the vendors.
This entails that delivery may be
fulfilled a couple of months after
an order has been placed.
Failure of the vendor to stick to
agreed lead time may result in
stock outs, which will affect seamless mining processes.
Use of reliable vendors is, therefore, of great importance for effective mining operations.
Poor support services will prove
costly especially where some assets are specialised such that the

support services will not be readily available in the market.
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Mining entities will, therefore,
get value for money if they engage
suppliers which provide impeccable support services.
It will be difficult to exhaust all
procurement issues that mining
entities need to deal with.
It is, however, key to note as
discussed above that, in as much
as practitioners may view their
processes and systems as unbreakable, it is key for practitioners to
appreciate the risks that are managed by their systems to ensure
that they timely identify any system deficiencies as they creep in.
The operating environment is
dynamic.
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION
Like our Facebook page #ZiMining and follow us on Twitter @ZiMining to
stay up to date with mining industry news, tweets and much more
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Jeremiah Ndhlovu is a
Certified Expert in Risk
Management (CERM).
He has acquired extensive risk management
insights in the mining
sector through outsource
projects including enterprise risk management,
combined assurance,
process and controls
standardisation, internal
auditing and external
auditing.

Constructive criticism is health for the
development of our country: Togarepi

mavhazat22@gmail.com

Blessing Togarepi(BT) has been
on the forefront of fighting for
artisanal and smallscale miners.
Recently he made noise about
some clause in the Mines and
Miners Bill tha he deemed were
meant to elbow ot artisanal and
small scale miners fromthe sector. ZiMining’s Amanda Mavhaza (AM) caught up with him
for a one on one interview. Read
on . . .

“I know the
price of success: dedication,
hard work, and
an unremitting
devotion to the
things you want
to see happen”

AM: Tell us who is Blessing
Togarepi
BT: Blessing Togarepi is a Christian and visionary man who wants
every Zimbabwean to prosper
through exploration and mining
of the 60 plus minerals we have
in Zimbabwe. I am the Managing Director of TogaBless Mining
Investments.
AM: As a successful young
entrepreneur how had been the
going so far in pursuing some
challenges in your mining business investment?
BT: For you to move forward the
ground must be firm, that is fric-
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tion (challenges)is the key enabler
of motion.
As always known that any meaningful and fruitful journey has a
lot of challenges, as a determined
entrepreneur I mend and bend
the problems as I move forward,
so that they will no longer be my
problems but my strengths. I won’t
stop moving because of problems;
however, these problems are the
ones which give me power and
zeal to keep on focusing onto my
destiny. In vernacular language
we say, “Kuhukura kwembwa
hakutadzise nzou kupfuura”. It
should be known that the prevalence of a problem is the emerging
of an opportunity, so I wouldn’t
yell or feel to be challenged whenever a problem comes in my way
because I know that God has presented an opportunity for me.
AM: What is your secret for success?
BT: I personally I believe in selfdetermination, Resilience, hard
work and having good relationship with everyone. Frank Lloyd
Wright once said, “I know the
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price of success: dedication, hard
work, and an unremitting devotion to the things you want to see
happen”
For one to succeed, procrastination should be avoided at all cost
because is the major killer of time
and dreams. Whenever, you think
to execute something do it therein
there, because if wait to consult or
to have a second you will end up
with nothing tangible.
AM: You have been at the forefront of assisting women get
mining claims for free, why
women only?
BT: Yes, am biased towards
women for a number of reasons:
•
All along women were left
behind in areas of production and
decision making in our societies,
so I want to empower our mothers
so that I bridge that gap.
• Women are committed and they
are eager to try unlike men. Men
are always doubtful and they can
get easily distracted when they
earn an extra dollar.
•
By numbers, using the
2012 national statistics women are
more than men, I thought that it
would be ideal to assist them so
that they would assist each other
and by so doing the poverty in our
country could be easily tackled.
AM: Tell us about your journey
with Zimbabwe Miners Federa-

Following the
failure by ZMF to
deliver and adhere
to its mandate,
I left ZMF and
jointed hands with
other like-minded
members and we
formed ASSA.

tion (ZMF)
BT: I was the Chairman of Zimbabwe Miners Federation (ZMF)
in Mashonaland Central Province.
During my time and term as the
Chairman I managed to bring sanity in the Mining Industry within
the whole Province. I remember
vividly in 2018 when all ASM in
areas like Kitsiyatota in Bindura,
and Mukaradzi in Mt Darwin
were evicted by the Government
through the Joint Operations
Command (JOC).
Hundreds of small-scale miners were left stranded after police
destroyed their makeshift shelters,
accusing them of causing and
spreading Cholera in these goldrich areas and close by villages.
Fortunately, that engagement that
I did and the visit I had bear fruits,
ASM were allowed to come back
and register their names under the
claim owner. Since, then the ASM
have never been disrupted their
operations.
AM: Do you regret leaving
ZMF?
BT: Not, of course. ZMF is losing its ground and focus because
is now representing for the interest of the few forgetting the loud
and clear plight of the majority
Artisanal and Small-Scale Miners
which are being deprived the op-
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portunity to be heard their concerns, grievances and aspirations.
I lobby for the interest of majority
so that they will benefit from the
little that we have, because I know
this will assist in achieving the national goal of becoming an upper
middle-income economy.
AM: From ZMF, you were
elected National Chairman of the
Artisanal and Small Scale Miners Association (ASSA), how is
ASSA performing?
Following the failure by ZMF to
deliver and adhere to its mandate,
I left ZMF and jointed hands with
other like-minded members and
we formed ASSA.
Since its formation ASSA has
achieved a number of battles we
fought as an organisation which
represents the interest of the majority Artisanal and Small-Scale
Miners.
• ASSA contested the issuance
of EPOs in a blanket approach
whereby the whole province or
the eight provinces out of ten in
the country will be under EPOs,
ignoring the presence of the local
small-scale explorers.
• ASSA also appealed to all the
relevant stakeholders to raise
their voices against the new bill,
through writing to the Clerk of
Parliament and the parent Ministry, the Ministry of Mines and
Mining Industry.
• We are very hopeful, that ASSA
will go a long way in serving the
interests of its principals, the
Artisanal and Small-Scale Miners
(ASM).
AM: You have been a lone voice
in making noise over the Mines
and Minerals Amendment Bill.
What gives you such power
to fight against the proposed
amendments?
BT: I feel the new Bill centralise
power around the Ministry of
Mines officials in making deci-

sions in the Mining Affairs Board
(MAB). The bill isolates other critical stakeholders like EMA, RDCs,
CSOs and traditional leadership.
This is in violation of section
13(4) of the 2013 constitution
which obliges the state to ensure
that local communities benefit
from resources in their areas.
Under the Traditional Leaders Act
(Chapter 29.17), Traditional leaders have jurisdiction over communal land in terms of Environmental Economic Social and Cultural
Rights (EESCRs) for the benefits
of their communities.
The RDCs are agents of development for rural communities
through revenue collection for
service delivery. The EMA is the
regulatory agency in environmental health and protection.
Community Based Organisations
(CBOs) and Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) need representation on the Mining Board in view
of the paramount role they play in
providing checks and balances to
operations of government. These
human rights defenders have
played a critical role in exposing rights abuses, opaque mining
deals and other forms of resource
plunder. The MMAB cannot adequately address issues of transparency and accountability in
the mining sector if these critical
players are not involved in decision making in the MAB.

“I am related to
H.E like any other
Zimbabwean, he is
my president and
we share the same
nationality that’s
how am related to
him. “

AM: You also made a lot of noise
about the EPOs, some people
now say you are against the
Mines and Mining Development
Minister Winston Chitando.
What is your response?
BT: Yes, I have made it clear and
I put it on record that I am against
the issuance of EPOs in a blanket
approach. However, I am not
against the Honourable Minister,
people should know that, if people
differ in opinion does not necessarily, they are against each other.
That’s a big NO. Constructive
criticism is health for the development of our country.
AM: In one of your audio voice
note circulating on social media, you claimed that you’re also
related to President Emmerson
Mnangagwa. Is it true?
BT: I am related to H.E like any
other Zimbabwean, he is my
president and we share the same
nationality that’s how am related
to him.
I think people have doctored and
purport that the audio you are referring to that it’s from me. Let me
put it on record that, I am not one
of the people who walk around
masquerading to be closely related
to the first family and extorting
people their hard-earned incomes.
AM: Your company, TogaBless
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Mining Investments, is doing
well, we have heard so many success stories. At that age how do
you manage to do it?
BT: Firstly, I would like to give
credit to the Almighty God, who
gave the courage and strength to
keep on doing this work. Secondly,
I acknowledge the support I got
from mentors from church and
lastly the TogaBless team which is
dedicated, focused and hard working.
From my experience, I realised
that there is no one and standard
template to be successful but
what am sure of, is hard working,
determination because God does
not help stupid people, he helps
those who put effort and kept on
focused.
AM: Recently your company
won a multimillion dollar tender
to refurbish mining projects in
Ethiopia, what does this mean
for TogaBless?
BT: This mean a lot me and to
our brand TogaBless. It is a great
achievement, a dream come true
for small, emerging company
to won a such a big tender in a
foreign land where they are big
companies, locally and abroad
with better profiles than ours. As
TogaBless, we shall keep on shining and deliver the services be-

yond the expectations of our clients so that we would
win more hearts locally and abroad.
AM: You have set an ambitious target of 50 000
clients by year end. We are almost there now, have
you reached that milestone target?
BT: AS TogaBless will believe in setting realistic targets and we strive to achieve every target we set. TogaBless always aim high, we aim to reach the moon,
however, if we miss the moon, we reach the stars.
As we are approaching the festive season, we are
hoping to have clients from Diaspora who were enquiring about our services on social media. I am still
hopeful that the 50 000 mark is attainable since so
far, I have managed to register around 35 000 members through out reaches in different churches, social
media and referrals.
The response I am getting from locally and abroad,
from politicians, business people, church leaders and
the general populace is so overwhelming. I value
the support they are giving to TogaBless and I shall
reciprocate their love and support by offering greater
services.
However, the occurrence of the novel disease, Covid-19, is a major stumbling block that has affected the
smooth flow of plans, but I hopeful I will get there,
nothing is impossible as a long you are alive.
AM: In your own view, do you think government
will meet the targeted US$12bn mining revenue by
2023?
BT: Yes, am very confident the target can be met. As
I said previously, that nothing is impossible as long
as you are alive. The key to success is determination,
hard work, resilience and cooperation, so if all these
are well taken on board, the goal could be achieved
easily.
However, certain measures and policies need to be
adopted by the authorities and these are:
• The proposed Mines and Minerals Bill should be
grounded on transparency and accountability along
the mineral value chain and should reflect the tenets
of the African Mining Vision of having a “Transparent, equitable and optimal exploitation of mineral resources to underpin broad-based sustainable growth
and socio-economic development.”
• Formalise and decriminalise the Artisanal and
Small-Scale Miners to optimize on their contribution to the economy. The formalisation of the sector
should be coupled with incentives for the players to
access mining claims and licenses at reasonable fees.
• Take measures that promote the attainment of
gender equality, equity, and women empowerment
within the pursuit of a just mining sector.

• Fulfil its commitment to join the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) and implement
its standards. Implementation of the EITI Standards
establishes a systematic process for making data in
the mining sector transparent and accessible. By
joining EITI the government will be committing
itself to assuring full disclosure of information along
the mineral value chain- from how extraction rights
are awarded to government revenues and how the
public benefit from the sector.
AM: Where do you see TogaBless in five years
time?
BT: TogaBless aspire to
be the future engine
and catalyst for growth,
development and
empowerment of smallscale miners. We
as, TogaBless it is our
hope that we will
thrive in promoting and
ensuring rational
development and utilization in a safe
and sustainable environment of
mineral resource for
the
socio-economic
enhancement of the
people of Zimbabwe.
• We would like
to expand our base
to every corner of
Zimbabwe and
reach out to all
potential citizens, Youths and
Women, who are
eager to venture
into Mining industry and serve
them to the best
of our abilities. We
will be the beacon for
small-scale miners
in Zimbabwe pushing
the agenda of empowering the citizens to
actively participate
and contribute to the
growth of our country,
thus attainment of the
US$12 billion mining
industry and improvement of the livelihood
of the citizens.
• Read full interview on www.zimining.co.zw
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AMOSA SAFETY ACADEMY

ZIMBABWE’S OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY, HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE

SERVICES ACCREDITED BY:
(CERTIFICATE NO. 0010)
i. THE MINISTRY OF MINES AND MINING DEVELOPMENT
(CERTIFICATE NO. 02)
ii. THE NATIONAL SOCIAL SECURITY AUTHORITY (NSSA)
iii. THE SOUTH AFRICAN INSTITUTE OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH (SAIOSH)

SHE MANAGEMENT COURSES
WE TRAIN, ASSESS&CERTIFY MOBILE EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
 Safety, Health &Environmental
 Excavator
 Forklift
Management Training Course
 Articulated Dump Truck
 Truck Mounted Crane
 Rigid Dump Truck
 Hydraulic Mobile Crane
(SHEMTRAC) (Introduction/ General
 Front End Loader
 Rigging and Slinging
Certificate / Advanced Certificate)
 SHEMTRAC for Mining
 Backhoe Loader
 Lifting Tackle Inspector’s Course
 SHEMTRAC for Construction
 Dozer (Wheeled/Tracked)
 Overhead Crane
 SHE Internal Auditor’s Course
 Motor Grader
 Reach Truck
 Scaffolding Erector’s Course
 Skid Steer Loader
 Side Loader
 Scaffolding Inspector's Course
 Roller/Compactor
 Tower Crane
 Safe Working at Heights
 Tipper Truck
 Telescopic Handler
 First Aid (Basic/Advanced)
 Tractor
 Mobile Elevating Working Platform
 Basic Fire Fighting
 Tyre Handler
 Reach Truck
 SHE Representative Course
OTHER COURSES
 Root Cause Analysis
 Train the Trainer
 Supervisors’ SHE Course
 Assessor’ Course
 Workplace SHE Inspection
 Moderator’s Course
 Hazard Identification and Risk
 Workplace Violence and Prevention
Assessment (HIRA)
 Workplace HIV AND AIDS Awareness
 Convey/Handling of Hazardous
 Drug and Alcohol Abuse
Chemicals (HAZCHEM)
 SHE Committee Training
 Electrical Safety
 Behaviour Based Safety (BBS)
 Welding and Cutting Safety
WE ALSO SUPPLY ALL WORKPLACE PERSONNAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE) AND FISRT AID BOXES

Contact Us (WhatsApp/Call/SMS):
+263 771 491 365 / +263 771 491 364 / +263 719 491 365
Telephone: +263 242 795 595
EMAIL: amosasafety@gmail.com OR sales.amosasafety@gmail.com
Visit Us: Room 302, Pollak House, 30 Robson Manyika, (Opposite CVR)-Harare / 46A Lobengula St, Cnr 3rd-Bulawayo
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OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH – A JOINT EFFORT
(GOVERNMNT, EMPLOYERS AND THE WORKERS)
THE ROLE OF SAFETY TRAINING IN THE REDUCTION OF WORKPLACE ACCIDENT

inexperienced workmen to be employed on dangerous work or
upon the proper performance of which the safety of persons
depend. This implies that appointments should be done to those
who would have received adequate training. This is an essential
component of any accident prevention programme.

Occupational Safety, Health and Environmental Management
remain a fundamental aspect of any organisation. Zimbabwe is
still recording very high number of occupational fatalities and
major injuries. The trend is disturbing therefore calling for
very serious interventions by employers, workers and
government.

The Ministry of Mines and Mining Development through the
Chief Government Mining Engineer’s Office (CGME) as well
as the National Social Security Authority (NSSA), has
accredited AMOSA SAFETY (Pvt) (Ltd), to conduct
workplace training which promote safety and health towards
accident free workplaces thereby strengthening the
government’s commitment to push the workplace safety
agenda. AMOSA SAFETY (Pvt) Ltd has had its courses also
accredited by the South African Institute of Occupational
Safety and Health (SAIOSH) the most recognised safety and
health body in Africa.

When an occupational injury occurs, the micro and macroeconomic status gets disrupted. Occupational injuries brings
direct and indirect costs including medical costs, costs of
recruitment and retraining, disruption in the work cycle as it
also brings pain and suffering. The reputation and public
relations of the company suffers.
Employers therefore have moral, financial and importantly
legal obligations to create working environments which are safe
and without risks to the health of workers.
With the coming in of the European Union Conflict Minerals
Regulation effective January 2021, with a provision of worker
safety and health, it becomes paramount that our mining
industry players align to this to remain competitive and be able
to continuously and easily access that European market.
DOES TRAINING REDUCE ACCIDENTS? - WHY THE
REQUIREMENT OF COMPETENT (ADQUATELY
TRAINED) PERSONS?

Basic Rigging& Slinging Training Course
Training may range from that of First Aiders, Fire Marshal,
SHE Representatives, Supervisor’s Safety Training, Hazard
Identification and Risk Assessment (HIRA), scaffolding
erectors or inspectors, working at heights and many others.
Training must also be done to the equipment operators like the
forklift, front end loader, mobile crane, excavator, dozer, truck
mounted crane operators and training may also be advanced like
that of ventilation technicians, mine blasting, shoring masters
etc.
However, for training to be effective and meeting the legal
provisions, it should be conducted by accredited and recognised
providers like AMOSA SAFETY ACADEMY.

One of the leading causes of workplace accidents is lack of
training – incompetency. It is for this reason that the Mining
(Management and Safety) Regulations: SI 109 of 1990 provides
that the Mine Manager appoints only “competent persons”
(section 7) – (person who has had adequate training…).
Another legal responsibility of the Mine Manager in terms of
Section 9 (j) is not to permit any “incompetent” or

Worker safety training results in more production, there will be
less accidents, improved employee retention, less machine
maintenance costs, improved emergency preparedness, less
medical costs so as quality within the organisation - an
informed worker respond better to workplace situations.
By A Magawa: +263 771 491 365/amosasafety@gmail.com
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Facing death head-on: Health and safety
in informal mining sector in Zimbabwe
By Joshua Chibvuma

T

#Joshchibvuma

he safety of informal
miners is always compromised the world
over due to lack of
proper organisation and planning.
Despite its contribution to the
economy, safety issues for the informal miners is usually attended
to when tragedy strikes.
The United Nations Environment
Programme in 2017 estimated
that 40.5 million people were
directly engaged in artisanal mining in 2017 up from 6 million in
1993. This number may exclude
those who informally mine and
are marginalised in the statistical
counts. These miners are exposed
to danger. Most are not afraid of
death which is the worst scenario.
The informal small scale industry in the Zimbabwe operates
in diverse geographic locations
throughout the year.
A growing number of people are
engaged in the artisanal mining
due to economic bite. All these

Cases of mining
collapse, sexually
transmitted diseases, flooding, death
and trapping of
minerals are many
and more frequently reported.
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are exposed to mining dangers
since safety clothing, conditions
and response measure are usually
absent.
Cases of mining collapse, sexually transmitted diseases, flooding, death and trapping of minerals are many and more frequently
reported.
Reported cases are common in
accessible areas in Provinces like
Matabeleland South, Mashonaland Central and others. Unfortunately, inaccessible areas like in
the Mountainous Chimanimani
and Nyanga Districts may have
cases of under reporting.
Extraction of high value minerals like gold from the ore is done
using harmful chemicals like
cyanide and mercury. The Minamata convention estimated that
as far back as 2011 about 1 400
tonnes of mercury were released
by small-scale miners including
informal miners.
The United Nations Environmental Programme in 2017 highlighted that mercury poisoning affects
the brain and the nervous, diges-
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tive and immune systems, as well
as lungs, kidneys, skin and eyes.
Miners dig tunnels in search for
gold. Some go into disused mine
tunnels. The mining tunnels pose
a serious danger to miners since
they are unsafe. Stories of miners
trapped underground are common in the media. They attract
public outcry and sympathy.
The silent killer chemicals are
often less reported. Miners are
exposed to the harmful effects of
these chemical substance. Worse
still health and safety concerns to
safeguard and protect humanity
and ecosystems goes unnoticed in
many cases since informal mining
is at times done in some remote
and difficult terrain for law enforcers.
The World Health Organisation

headaches, cognitive and motor
dysfunction, respiratory failures,

in 2017 notes that symptoms
of mercury poisoning include
tremors, insomnia, memory loss,

psychotic reactions,
and eventually death
in the case of severe
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poisoning.
These among others are serious health and safety issues that
informal miners are exposed to
on a daily basis in their attempt
to feed, dress and provide other
essentials for their families.

Joshua Chibvuma is an
independent researcher with
interest in natural resources
management, sustainable
development, climate change
impacts and GIS/RS application in natural resources
management. Joshua holds
the following qualifications;
Post Graduate Diploma in
Education (ZOU pending),
Msc Natural Resources Management and Environmental
Sustainability (BUSE), BA
4th Year Honours Geography and Environmental
Studies (GZU), BA General
Geography, Portuguese and
History (UZ) and Certificate
of Training in GIS and RS
(SIRDC).
Contact E-mail address:
jchibvuma@gmail.com

To advertise
call our marketing Executive Ollmen on: 0775322156
or our landline:
0242 750264.
email: ollmen.chidamba@
zimining.co.zw
www.zimining.co.zw
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Illegal Miners Turn Vicious, Complicate
On-Site Environmental Regulation
By Ernest K Mando,
Masvingo

M
@ernestkmando

ining is one the key
sectors that underpin
Zimbabwe’ economy
for the past years.
Analysts view the country sitting on a
positive economic trajectory with the
sector accounting for about 15% of
annual gross domestic product (GDP).
Notwithstanding the immense contribution of the mining sector towards
GDP and economic development,
mineral endowed areas have also become havens of social misconduct particularly by illegal miners often known
as Makorokoza in Zimbabwe.
Illegal miners in Masvingo districts
and generally across the country have
become extremely vicious against any
form of authority that interferes with
their extractive operations.
With escalating economic hardships
experienced in Zimbabwe coupled
with high unemployment rate, illegal
mining has become an alternative

Without alternative means of livelihoods in the face
of unemployment,
these illegal miners have become
more aggressive in
retaining their activities within the
mining sector.
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source of employment and livelihoods.
According to Trading Economies, unemployment is still projected to escalate to 5.6% by end of 2020.
The incursion and proliferation of Makorokozas in search of living in most
mineral endowed areas have culminated in sour relations with authorities
and the community.
Without alternative means of livelihoods in the face of unemployment,
these illegal miners have become more
aggressive in retaining their activities
within the mining sector.
Masvingo is one of the provinces endowed with minerals such as Lithium
from Bikita district, gold in Masvingo
district, coal in Chiredzi district and
asbestos in Chivi district.
Reports also indicate that there are recent discoveries of diamond and gold
deposits in Mwenezi (Chingwizi area)
and Chiredzi districts.
The endowment of such precious
minerals makes good governance and
regulation key requisites if real development is to be realised from these
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natural resources in Zimbabwe.
Sadly, the increasing prevalence
of illegal mining activities in
these areas has lately compromised effective governance and
regulation of operations in the
sector particularly on-site environmental regulation. Actors
such as community leadership,
Environmental Management
Agency (EMA), District Councils
(responsible authorities), Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP)
and the Ministry of Mines and
Mining Development all bear
the responsibility of ensuring
that mining operations adhere to
legislative requirements.
EMA for example is a statutory
body of the government responsible for environmental management and natural resources
protection.
The Agency does environmental
monitoring for instance through
blitz operations in mining areas.
Same applies to the ZRP and
local authorities in their areas of
jurisdiction.
With illegal miners operating
more as a team rather than individuals, on-site visits has become
a dreadful and worrisome approach.
Illegal miners often use indiscriminate and rudimentary methods of mining that do not only

lead to wanton destruction of the
environment but makes them
ferocious against human life. Makorokoza are often equipped with
all sorts of equipments including
axes, metal bars, and catapults to
mention but a few.
With escalating incident rates
of violence, injuries and even
fatalities among the illegal miners
themselves and also against the
community, it has become hard
for responsible officers to conduct
site visits as part of environmental monitoring.
‘We often make partner with the
police- ZRP in conducting blitz
operations in areas where illegal
mining takes place.
We cannot do alone because the
illegal miners as you are aware
are dangerous and can attack you
when you go alone.
So far that is our partner in our
efforts to curb illegal mining in
my district’ said an officer (anonymous) from Environmental
Management Agency (EMA).
The above response shows the
magnitude of socio-environmental conflicts between illegal miners and the authorities.
It is clear that while environmentalists are concerned with
environmental sustainability, the
utility of their regulation efforts is
compromised by the violent ven-
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geance nature of illegal miners.
Indeed, makorozas have made
environmental regulation difficult
for authorities.
In Masvingo, illegal miners are
more prevalent in Mashava, Chivi
district where a number of mines
are located.
They have not only frustrated the
government but also the community and private sector as they do
not cease operations despite the
cat and rat situation which they
often experience.
Communities in Mashava are
also leaving in panic as besides
fighting against authorities, illegal
miners also venture into other
unethical practices such as robbery, theft, violence, abuses and
intimidation of the community.
Indeed, illegal miners have violated human rights through societal
and environmental ramifications
in mineral endowed areas in
Zimbabwe.
This calls for a rethinking of how
best this can be addressed.
The article suggests the adoption
of a more holistic and multistakeholder approach to bring
this socio-environmental tragedy
to a halt through more stringent
measures.
Besides that, on-site regulation
would end up a dream, and our
environment & society will be in
serious danger in the long run.
Ernest Mando is an Environmentalist, Educator & Content Developer with research
interests in extractive sectors,
biodiversity, environmental
governance and health& safety.
He is currently studying a PhD
in Environmental Management with UNISA. Contacts:
+263-772244193, 735404802 or
email- ernestkmando@gmail.
com
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Mining, its impact on forestry
By Special Correspondent

G

lobally, forest ecosystems are being
wiped out at a rate
of approximately 25
million acres annually.
Zimbabwe is grappling with a
staggering annual forest loss of
330 000 hectares attributable to
various factors.
While the term ‘deforestation’ has
been generally accepted as referring to the cutting down/removal
or wide clearing of trees from an
area where they previously existed, technically however deforestation is broader as looks at total
land use change from forestry to
other activities.
Deforestation happens due
to many reasons, but with the
broader definition in mind, land
expansion for agriculture and
settlement and MINING feature
as the major drivers of deforestation in Zimbabwe as they entail
total removal of trees and forests
and complete land use change.
Zimbabwe is a mineral rich
country with up to 40 different
minerals and over 800 operating
mines.
Mining in Zimbabwe makes up
5% of the country`s GDP as well
as providing 4.5% of employment

to the population.
Although agricultural activities
and wood extraction have always
been identified as major drivers of
deforestation and forest degradation in terms of spatial coverage,
degradation caused by mining
tend to have long term effects on
flora and fauna.
The small scale mining sector is
an important contributor to employment creation.
The demand for minerals has
greatly increased in recent years
which has led to the adoption of
many mining forms such as pits,
shafts, alluvial and open shafts.
Alluvial mining is the most detrimental to forest resources since
it initially clears the entire vegetation cover of the chosen area
before top oil is removed.
With the growing demand for
foreign currency in the country,

Alluvial mining is
the most detrimental
to forest resources
since it initially clears
the entire vegetation
cover of the chosen
area before top oil is
removed.
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governing bodies seem to have
turned a blind eye on the level of
destruction that mining is inflicting on forest resources.
The General Manager of the Forestry Commission of Zimbabwe,
which is the regulatory authority
on forestry matters in the country,
Mr Abedinigo Marufu says while
mining is acknowledged as a
major contributor to the country’s
gross domestic product, there
is need to come up with policy
reforms that allows for the co-existence of both the forestry sector
and mining.
“Mining is an environmentally
disruptive activity and has bad effects on the ecology of forests and
other subsequent environmental
challenges.
Most of the companies and individuals clear all vegetation destroying wildlife habitats therefore

changing the face of forests which
on their own are important economic and ecological assets.
All mines are temporary structures, although they can remain
active for many years at some
point in time, they will run out of
minerals and cease operations.
Responsible owners would rehabilitate through backfilling the
underground mines but this is
rarely the case since the process is
expensive.
Failure to backfill the mine leads
to a problem of subsidence which
occurs when abandoned mines
collapse.
This makes it almost impossible
for forest managers to re-establish
a healthy ecosystem in the area
and often render it useless for
many years to come ” said the
FCZ General Manager.
Manicaland Province which has
a vast investment in commercial
forestry is facing many challenges
related to mining.
According to the Provincial
Forestry Extension Manager Mr
Phillip Tom, “the current mining
laws are placing vast plantations
at the mercy of prospecting miners including unlicensed artisanal
miners who have no capacity
whatsoever to rehabilitate after
mining activities”.
The Chief Executive officer of the
Timber Producers Federation,
Mr Darlington Duwa, adds that,

Forestry operations are also
affected as mining competes
with forestry
for labour.

“ While the mining sector is the
biggest contributor to Zimbabwe’s
exports and national economy as
measured by gross domestic product (GDP), mining in forestry
areas has serious impacts on the
forest sector.
These include land degradation,
diversion of water courses, and
pollution of water sources affecting the quality of water for downstream communities.
Furthermore illegal miners often
cause fires that have in the past
burnt large areas of forests affecting the viability and sustainability
of the timber industry.
Forestry operations are also affected as mining competes with
forestry for labour.
In wildlife areas, mining results
in habitat destruction thus affecting biodiversity which also affects
the tourism industry as wildlife is
the major attraction for tourists.
The Forest Act [Chapter 19:05]
makes provision for the regulation of mining activities.
It stipulates the setting up state
forests and for the protection of
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private forests, trees and forests
produce.
The Act provides for the establishment of a Mining Timber
Permit board which controls the
cutting down and taking of timber for mining purposes.
This clearly shows the importance of co-existence of mining
and forestry through legal reforms
by the government but while the
legislation exists, it appears that
there is limited engagement between the two parties.
Mining companies usually overlook the importance of replenishing the environment but this is
the only way to achieve environmental sustainability in mining.
There is need to balance benefits
from mining natural resources
and the cost on other natural
resources.
Mining should not prejudice
other sustainable land uses.
It is in the interest of the country
to create a healthy beneficial balance between mining and other
natural resources.
This can only be made possible
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Blackbox: leading supply chain
distributor of key raw materials

B

lackbox Investments
first initiated trading in Zimbabwe in
2014, with the vision
to become the country’s leading
supply chain distributor and supplier of needed raw materials to
Zimbabwean based manufacturing companies.
The company founding directors
created work ethic and principle
established on aggressive sales and
marketing, coupled vibrant and
motivated approach to serving the
expanding customer base within
the country nationwide.
The company continues to target
growing our customer base and
product offering to key industries
within Zimbabwe and to become
recognized market leaders within
the product categories offered to
our target markets.

We specialize in procurement and
distribution of key raw materials for Zimbabwe manufacturing
requirements.
The company boasts a global supply network to enhance cost efficiency whilst continually adjusting
supply variables to create value for
our customers.
Blackbox Investments is strategically structured into five divisions
working autonomously to increase
our product offering:
Mining Chemicals
Industrial Chemicals
Water Treatment Chemicals
Oils & Lubricants
Commodity Polymers
The company has seen and continues to pursue growing our portfolio of products to our customer
base.
As a support function related to
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the business model, Blackbox
has over 5000m2 of warehousing
infrastructure whilst separately
including self-contained bond
warehouse facility with an extra
2000m2 capacity for stock holding.

The company
has seen and
continues to
pursue growing
our portfolio of
products to our
customer base.

RioZim commits to safety protocols

D

By Thomas Chidamba
iversified mining
giant, RioZim has
shown its commitment to upholding
employee safety protocols.
Presenting the company’s reviewed group interim financial
results for the year ended 30 June
2020, RioZim Chairman Mr Saleem Beebeejaun said the company
strive to continue to uphold fatety
of their employees through training and other efforts.
“The safety of our employees
continues to be a key pillar of the
Group. Safety protocols are mandated and encouraged through
training, publications and bulletins, the code of conduct as well
as review and corrective action
when required.
“The COVID-19 pandemic has
introduced a unique lens to our
health and safety initiatives with
all operations on high alert to
ensure that employees are complying with sanitary protocols including exercising social distancing and rigorous personal hygiene
measures.
“The period was defined by the
COVID-19 pandemic which irremediably disrupted the normal
lives of people and businesses
across the world. Global and
regional economies experienced
unprecedented challenges due to
the virus.
“This added another dimension
to the already challenging local
operating environment. In an attempt to “flatten the curve”,
borders were closed, businesses
were shut down and movement of
people as well as some goods was
greatly curtailed in the various
states of lockdown.
“As a Group, our primary focus

has always been and remains the
health and safety of our employees. In line with this goal, we have
implemented a series of strict
preventative measures to ensure
that the health and safety of our
employees and to reduce the risk
of virus transmission in accordance with the Ministry of Health
and World Health Organisation
Guidelines,” he said.
Mr Beebeejaun said the performance of the group Was affected
by the novel virus that was declared a pandemic by the World
Health Organisation (WHO).
“I am pleased to announce that as
a result of proactive and prudential management we have not had
to make any employee redundant,
nor furlough any staff due to the
COVID-19 crisis.
“However, the consequences of
the impact of the pandemic have
been felt in all of the Group’s
operations which have suffered
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greatly. It is against this exceptional background that I present to you the Company’s 2020
interim performance results.
“Over and above the effects of
COVID-19, the first half of the
year presented a mix of factors

“As a Group,
our primary
focus has always been and
remains the
health and
safety of our
employees.”

that negatively affected the financial performance of the Group.
The local currency continued
its unprecedented depreciation
against foreign currencies and
this was further compounded by
the conversion of the interbank
exchange rate to a fixed rate in
March 2020.
“Prices of local goods tracked
rates in the alternative markets
which resulted in heavy losses
being borne by the Group as a
portion of the Group’s revenue
was being received at an inferior
fixed interbank exchange rate.
Erratic power supply posed a big
threat to the
Group’s operations as our mines
experienced much lower than
capacity running hours. The
power supply situation however
improved in quarter two, upon
which production started to
recover. The combined effect of
the above factors resulted in the
Group’s production
regressing by 39% from the same
period last year,” he said.
Mr Beebeejaun said now that
government relaxed some Covid-19 measures, they are optimistic to pursue various funding
options.
“The Company’s multi-milliondollar Biological Oxidation
(BIOX) plant project was brought
to a complete halt due to COVID-19 as all of the equipment
manufacturers in South Africa
and local contractors stopped
operations in compliance with
lockdown regulations.
“Funding initiatives that were
being pursued by the Group were
dampened as financiers took a
conservative approach in the face
of low visibility and an uncertain
future because of the pandemic.
The Group however continues to
relentlessly pursue various funding options.

Notwithstanding the challenges
which characterised the period
under review, some measures
were introduced by the Government towards the end of the
period which will have a positive
bearing on the Group going into
the second half of the year.
“The Nostro retention for large
scale miners was reviewed upward
from 55% to 70% with effect from
the 26th of May 2020 whilst the
fixed exchange rate was discontinued and replaced with a foreign
currency auction determined
rate from the 23rd of June 2020.
The introduction of the auction
system saw the rate moving from
25 to 57.36 on the inaugural auction held on that date. The interbank rate has since slowly moved
upwards thereby reducing the
gap with rates in the alternative
markets. These initiatives will help
narrow the extent to which
the Group does not obtain full
value for its gold produce,” he
said.
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The Group recorded low production volumes of Gold at 586kg
compared to the 962kg achieved
in the comparative prior period.
Mr Beebeejaun attributed the low
volumes to, amongst
other challenges, acute power
cuts which resulted in depressed
milling throughput, persistent
mill breakdowns and lower grade
ore from One Step Mine.
Resultantly, the Group’s revenue
was subdued at ZWL$616.4 million. The low volumes we1re however, partly offset by the favourable gold price which averaged
US$1,713/oz; an increase of 27%
from US$1,346/oz realised in the
same prior period. The combined
effect of low production attainment coupled with rising production costs however, weighed down
the Company’s performance
closing the period with a loss of
ZWL$77.4 million, a decline compared to a
profit of ZWL$38.2 million realised in the same prior period.

Zimplats record 2.4m fatality free shifts

P

“We remain
committed
to our quest
to achieve
sustainable
zero harm.”

latinum Giant, Zimplats
continued with its clean
sheet on safety, health
and environment after
recording 2.4 million fatalities
free sheet for the year.
Only nine lost time injuries were
recorded during the year.
Presenting the company’s Integrated annual report, Chairman Dr
Fholisani Sydeny Mafumadi said
the platinum giant was committed
to achieve the ultimate objective of
sustainable zero harm.
“I am delighted to report that
despite the increase in the total
recordable injuries at work, your
Company went through the year
without a fatality accumulating 2.4
million fatality free shifts by year
end.
“Nine lost-time injuries were
unfortunately recorded during the
year, an
increase of two from the seven
recorded in the prior year (including a fatality).
“The LTIFR for the year deteriorated from 0.45 reported in
FY2019 to 0.59 . On a positive
note, total injuries on duty decreased from 14 in FY2019 to 10
in the current year resulting in the
total injury frequency rate (TIFR)
decreasing from 0.90 in FY2019
to 0.65 in FY2020. Your board and

management remain committed
to achieve the ultimate objective of
sustainable zero harm,” he said.
Chief executive officer Mr Alexander Mhembere echoed the same
sentiments saying the company
will intensify its occupational
health and wellness programmes.
“We remain committed to our
quest to achieve sustainable zero
harm.
“I want to commend our valued
contractors and employees who
have also shown great commitment to turning around the safety
performance. Testimony to this, is
the improvement seen in the second half of the year where three
LTIs were recorded against six in
the first half of the year.
“The Group’s integrated occupational health and wellness programmes focusing on mental and
physical wellbeing of employees
and contractors performed well
during the year.
“Occupational health surveillance
screening continued to influence employee lifestyle changes
through education and early detection of non-communicable
diseases,” Mr Mhembere said.
Turning to the Covid-19 pandemic Dr Mafumadi said the company’s management measures were
upto the task to combat the spread

Dr Fhalisani Mafumadi

Mr Alexander Mhembere
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Mining
of the novel virus as no cases were
recorded at the mine.
“I applaud the board and management for the measures implemented in the fight against COVID-19
which resulted in no notable
disruptions to operations.
“The Group had no confirmed
cases of COVID-19 at all the operations. I am also happy to report
that while the Group’s priority is
not to have any confirmed positive COVID-19 cases, appropriate
facilities have been put in place to
manage
any confirmed cases, should they
occur,” he said.
During the period under review,
Zimplats mined 7.2 million tonnes
of ore, 7% more than the 6.7 million tonnes achieved in FY2019.
Milling volumes also increased
from 6.5 million tonnes in FY2019
to 6.8 million tonnes due to ore
from Mupani Mine and benefits
of fleet productivity enhancement
initiatives that started towards the
end of FY2019 and have now been
rolled out to all the underground
mines.
“The concentrator plants outperformed their previous year
throughput due to higher running
time and milling rate.
“The 6E ounces produced increased marginally to 580 178
ounces from 579 591 ounces
achieved in FY2019. The positive
impact of the 5% increase in mill

Zimplats recorded
a profit for the
year of US$261.8
million, 81%
increase from
US$144.9 million
achieved in the
prior year.

volumes
on metal production was partly
offset by in-furnace inventory
build-up on start-up after the
122 days’ major furnace rebuild
shutdown which commenced on
10 June 2019 and was completed
in the first half of FY2020,” Dr
Mafumadi said.
As such, Zimplats recorded a profit for the year of US$261.8 million,
81% increase from US$144.9 million achieved in the prior year.
Dr Mafumadi said the profit was
as a result of increase in revenue.
“This was mainly attributed to the
increase in revenue (US$868.9
million in FY2020 compared to
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US$631 million in FY2019) arising from improved metal prices
and decrease in exchange losses
from US$20.2 million in FY2019
to US$4.8
million.
“This was partly offset by the discontinuation of the Reserve Bank
of Zimbabwe export incentive
scheme in February 2019 resulting in other income decreasing
by US$45.8 million compared to
prior year.
“I am happy to report that your
Company paid the final instalment
of US$42.5 million on the Revolving Credit Facility with Standard
Bank of South Africa,” he said.

BNC in efforts to promoting health, safety
By Mutsa Sibanda

A

frica’s only fully
integrated Nickel
producer, Bindura
Nickel Corporation,
recorded a 2 million fatality free
shifts for the year ended 30 June
2020.
Presenting the company’s Annual
Report, BNC Managing Director
Mr Batirai Manhando said the
company continued with efforts to
promote health and safety standards.
“In February 2020, the Company
celebrated the attainment of nearly
2 million fatality free shifts. This
was a major milestone, considering that the last fatality had occurred as far back as June 2015.
“The 2020 financial year ended on
three Lost Time Injuries (LTIs),
four Non Lost Time Injuries
(NLTIs), forty-six Property &
Equipment (P&E) damage cases,
twenty-eighty environmental
incidents and forty-four other
incidents.
“The LTIs involved one employee
who had a traumatic amputation
of the distal falange of his left
index finger whilst pushing a coco
pan loaded with scrap metal on 30
June 2019.
“Another employee was hit by Rig
tyre whilst trying to remove it on
21 August 2019 while the last one
was hit by a rock during support
drilling whilst adding rods on 2
February 2020,” he said.
Mr Manhando said that is aimed
to roll out a solar project to generate electricity to mitigate shortages
of power.
“The Company’s efforts on environmental management continued
to bear positive results. Environmental incidents were reasonably

Mr Batirai Manhando

low mainly due to the effluent recycle process being implemented
at the mine.
“As at the close of the year under
review, we awaited the outcome of
an Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”), in terms of which
we intend to embark on a Solar
Power Project aimed at generating
electricity as a way of mitigating
the incessant challenges of escalating power shortages and power
costs,” he said.
According to the annual report,
tonnes mined during the year
ended 31 March 2020 decreased
by 2% to 436,013 compared to last
year.
Mr Manhando said the decrease
was as a result of the aging mobile
plant equipment which is now due
for replacement.
The Company has already embarked on a phased mobile equipment replacement program in line
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with the cash flow plan. In this
regard, one face rig was acquired
during the year and was received
in August 2020.
Tonnes milled also decreased by
2% to 434 072 compared to last
year in line with the mined ore
tonnage.
“The production of nickel concentrates decreased in FY2020 by
9% to 5 720 tonnes compared to 6
289 tonnes last year. The decrease
was primarily due to a decrease in
grade as Head grade was 7% lower
at 1.53 % compared to 1.64% last
year.
“The all in sustaining (C3) cost
increased by 15% to US$7 606
per tonne compared to $6 610
per tonne last year due to the low
production achieved in FY 2020,”
he said.
Currently, the primary industrial
uses of nickel sulphate include battery cathodes, electrolysis plating
and electroplating.
Mr Manhando said the demand
for nickel is set to rise as there are
plans afoot to develop electric and
hybrid cars.
“Due to the development of
electric and hybrid cars in the
automobile industry, the demand
for nickel sulphate is set to rise
steadily in the medium to long
term. This presents an opportunity
for the Group as it looks at restarting the Smelter
in the short to medium term and
the Refinery in the long term.
“The nickel market has experienced historically high inventories
and low nickel prices over the past
few years.
Trojan Mine has been well positioned to be able to respond
to these challenges by reducing
volumes and targeting higher ore
grades (massives).”
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